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Abstract. This paper studies the classes of semigoups and monoids with
context-free and deterministic context-free word problem. First, some ex-
amples are exhibited to clarify the relationship between these classes and
their connection with the notions of word-hyperbolicity and automatic-
ity. Second, a study is made of whether these classes are closed under
applying certain semigroup constructions, including direct products and
free products, or under regressing from the results of such constructions
to the original semigroup(s) or monoid(s).

1 Introduction

The deep connections between formal language theory and group theory are per-
haps most clearly evidenced by the famous 1985 theorem of Muller and Schupp,
which says that a group has context-free word problem if and only if it is vir-
tually free [22,9]; indeed, virtually free groups have deterministic context-free
word problem. Since then, many studies have analyzed the classes of groups
with word problems in various families of formal languges. Herbst and Thomas
characterized the groups with one-counter word problem [14, Theorem 5.1]. (For
a later elementary proof of this result, see [17].) The first author of the present
paper investigated groups whose word problem is an intersection of finitely many
context-free languages [2,5]. Holt et al. studied the class of groups whose co-word
problem is context-free [18] and Holt and Röver studied the the class of groups
whose co-word problem is indexed [19].

The word problem of a group is the language of words representing the iden-
tity over some set of generators and their inverses. Thus two words u and v are
equal in a group G if and only if uV is in the word problem, where V is obtained
from v by replacing each symbol by its inverse and reversing the word. A natural
question is how to generalize this definition to semigroups. Duncan and Gilman
[8, Definition 5.1] defined the word problem of a semigroup S with respect to a
generating set A to be

WP(S,A) =
{
u#vrev : u, v ∈ A+, u =S v

}
, (1)
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where vrev is the reverse of v. This definition fits well with the group defini-
tion and is natural when considering word problems recognizable by automata
equipped with a stack. It was used by Holt, Owens, and Thomas in their study
of groups and semigroups with one-counter word problem [17], and by Hoffmann
et al. in their study of semigroups with context-free word problem [15].

The main conclusions of Hoffmann et al.’s earlier study were the result that
the class of semigroups with context-free word problem is closed under passing
to finite Rees index subsemigroups and extensions [15, Theorem 1] and a char-
acterization of completely simple semigroups with context-free word problem as
Rees matrix semigroups over virtually free groups [15, Theorem 2].

This paper explores new directions in the study of the class of semigroups
with context-free word problem, including monoids with context-free word prob-
lem, and also considers the classes of semigroups and monoids with determinis-
tic context-free word problem. First, Section 3 exhibits some natural classes of
semigroups and monoids that lie within and outside these classes; in particular
Example 2 shows that having context-free and deterministic context-free word
problem do not coincide for semigroups or monoids, unlike (as noted above)
for groups. Section 4 discusses connections with the theories of word-hyperbolic
and automatic semigroups: any semigroup or monoid with context-free word
problem is word-hyperbolic, but there are non-automatic semigroups that have
context-free word problem. The remainder of the core of the paper (Sections 5–8)
focusses on various constructions: direct products, free products, strong semilat-
tices of semigroups, Rees matrix semigroups and Bruck–Reilly extensions. For
each construction, the questions of interest are: (1) Are the classes of semigroups
and monoids with context-free or deterministic context-free word problem closed
under that construction? (2) If the result of applying such a construction lies
in one of these classes, must the original semigroup(s) or monoids(s) lie in that
same class? Finally, Section 10 lists some open problems.

2 Preliminaries

The word problem for a semigroup S is defined as (1) above. Similarly, the word
problem for a monoid M with respect to a generating set A is the language

WP(M,A) =
{
u#vrev : u, v ∈ A∗, u =M v

}
. (2)

Proposition 1 ([15, Proposition 8]). Let C be a class of languages closed
under inverse homomorphisms and intersection with regular languages. Then

1. If a semigroup or monoid has word problem in C with respect to some gen-
erating set, then it has word problem in C with respect to any generating
set.

2. The class of semigroups (resp. monoids) with word problem in C is closed
under taking finitely generated subsemigroups (resp. submonoids).

The preceding result applies in particular when C is the class of context-free
or deterministic context-free languages [12,20].
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If a semigroup (resp. monoid) has word problem in a class of languages C, it
is said to be a U(C) semigroup (resp. monoid). We denote the classes of context-
free and deterministic context-free languages by CF and DCF respectively. The
‘U ’ notation is because (1) and (2) treat the word problem as an ‘unfolded’
relation rather than a ‘two-tape’ relation; see [4] for a systematic study.

3 Examples

We recall some less commonly-used terms from the theory of rewriting systems;
see [1] for general background. A rewriting system (A,R) is monadic if it is
length-reducing and the right-hand side of each rewrite rule in R lies in A∪{ε}.
A monadic rewriting system (A,R) is regular (respectively, context-free) if, for
each a ∈ A∪{ε}, the set of all left-hand sides of rewrite rules inR with right-hand
side a is a regular (respectively, context-free) language.

Theorem 1 ([6, Theorem 3.1]). Let (A,R) be a confluent context-free monadic
rewriting system. Then the monoid presented by 〈A |R〉 is U(CF), and a context-
free grammar generating its word problem can be effectively constructed from
context-free grammars describing R.

(The preceding result originally stated that a monoid satisfying the hypoth-
esis was word-hyperbolic; however, the proof proceeds by constructing the word
problem for the monoid. The ‘effective construction’ part follows easily by in-
specting the construction in the proof.)

Example 1. This example shows that a U(CF) monoid need not have a context-
free cross section (that is, a language over some generating set containing a
unique representative for every element).

Let K = { aαbαcα : α ∈ N∪{0} } and let L = {a, b, c}∗−K. It is well-known
that K is not a context-free language but that L is a context-free language. Let
A = {a, b, c, x, y, z} and let R = { (xwy, z) : w ∈ L }. Let M be the monoid
presented by 〈A |R〉. By Theorem 1, M is U(CF). Suppose that M admits a
context-free cross-section. Then M admits a context-free cross-section J ⊆ A∗.
Let u be the unique word in J such that u =M z, and let J ′ = (J \ {u}) ∪ {z};
then J ′ is also a context-free cross-section of M . Let H = J ′∩x{a, b, c}∗y. Then
H is context-free and comprises precisely the words xwy where w ∈ K, for if
w ∈ L, then xwy =M z, and the representative of z in J ′ is the word z itself.
Hence, since the class of context-free languages is closed under right and left
quotients with regular sets, K = x\H/y is context-free. This is a contradiction,
and so M does not admit a context-free cross-section.

Example 2. This example shows that the class of U(DCF) semigroups is properly
contained in the class of U(CF) semigroups.

Let K be the language of palindromes over {a, b}. It is well-known that K
is context-free but not deterministic context-free. Let A = {a, b, x, y, z} and let
R = { (xwy, z) : w ∈ L }. Let M be the monoid presented by 〈A |R〉.
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By Theorem 1, M is U(CF). Suppose, with the aim of obtaining a con-
tradiction, that M is U(DCF). Then WP(M,A) is deterministic context-free.
Let L = (WP(M,A) ∩ A∗#z)/{#z} ∩ {a, b, x, y}∗; then L is the language of
words over {a, b, x, y} that are equal to z in M . Furthermore, L is determinis-
tic context-free, since the class of deterministic context-free languages is closed
under intersection with regular languages [20, Theorem 10.4] and right quotient
by regular languages [20, Theorem 10.2].

Now, K = x\L/y. The class of determinstic context-free languages is closed
under left quotient by a singleton (since a deterministic pushdown automaton can
simulate reading a fixed word before it starts reading input), and, as noted above,
is closed under right quotient by regular languages. Hence K is deterministic
context-free. This is a contradiction, and so M is not U(DCF).

Example 3. An example of a monoid that is ‘close’ to being a free group but is not
U(CF) is the free inverse monoid of rank 1 and hence (by Proposition 1) of any
finite rank. This follows from applying the pumping lemma to the intersection
of the word problem and the regular language x∗(x−1)∗x∗#x∗ (where x is the
free generator); see [3, Theorem 1].

4 Relationship to word-hyperbolicity and automaticity

Hyperbolic groups have become one of the most fruitful areas of group theory
since their introduction by Gromov [13]. The concept of hyperbolicity can be
generalized to semigroups and monoids in more than one way, but here we con-
sider the linguistic definition that uses Gilman’s characterization of hyperbolic
groups using context-free languages [11]. A word-hyperbolic structure for a semi-
group S is a pair (L,M(L)), where L is a regular language over an alphabet A
representing a finite generating set for S such that L maps onto S, and where

M(L) = {u#1v#2w
rev : u, v, w ∈ L ∧ uv =S w}

(where #1 and #2 are new symbols not in A) is context-free.

Theorem 2. Every U(CF) semigroup is word-hyperbolic.

The proof is in effect the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 as given
in [6, Proof of Theorem 2].

All hyperbolic groups are automatic [10, Theorem 3.4.5], but word-hyperbolic
semigroups may not even be asynchronously automatic [16, Example 7.7]. Even
within the smaller class of U(CF) semigroups, one can find semigroups that are
not automatic:

Example 4. Let A = {a, b, c, d, z}, let R = {(abαcαd, z) : α ∈ N}. Let M be
the monoid presented by 〈A |R〉. Then M is U(CF) by Theorem 1, but cannot
be automatic [7, Corollary 5.5]. (In fact, it can be shown that M is not even
asynchronously automatic.)

Given that U(CF) groups are virtually free and thus automatic, and since
the monoid in Example 4 is not cancellative, the following question is natural:

Question 1. Is a cancellative U(CF) semigroup necessarily automatic?
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5 Direct products

A direct product of two finitely generated semigroups is not necessarily finitely
generated. However, a direct product of two U(CF) semigroups is not necessarily
U(CF), even if it is finitely generated: for example, the free monoid of rank
1 is U(CF), but the direct product of two copies of this monoid is the free
commutative monoid of rank 2, which is finitely generated but not U(CF).

For a semigroup S, we say that S is decomposable if S2 = S. We will show
that for a direct product of two U(CF) semigroups to be U(CF), it is necessary
and sufficient that one of the factors is finite and decomposable (decomposability
being necessary to ensure finite generation). First we establish sufficiency.

Lemma 1. The classes of U(CF) and U(DCF) semigroups are closed under
taking direct product with a finite decomposable semigroup.

Proof. Let S be a U(CF) semigroup and T a finite decomposable semigroup.
Then S×T is finitely generated ([23, Theorem 8.2]). Let C be a finite generating
set for S×T and let A and B be the projections of C onto S and T respectively.
Then A and B are finite generating sets for S and T respectively. Thus there
exists a pushdown automaton A recognising WP(S,A), which can be modified to
give a pushdown automaton A′ recognising WP(S×T,A×B), by processing the
symbols from A as usual, while using the states to record the finite information
required to check validity of the input on the second tape. Hence S×T is U(CF).
Moreover, if S is U(DCF), then A can be taken to be deterministic, in which
case A′ is also deterministc, so S × T is U(DCF). ut

Necessity arises from the following language-theoretic result, which encap-
sulates the idea that context-free languages cannot admit ‘cross-dependencies’.
For words w,w′, we use the notation w′ v w to mean that w′ is a subword of w.

Lemma 2. Let A and B be disjoint alphabets, and let ρA, ρB be equivalence
relations on A∗ and B∗ respectively with infinitely many equivalence classes.
Then the language L(ρA, ρB) = {u1v1u2v2 : (u1, u2) ∈ ρA, (v1, v2) ∈ ρB } is not
context-free.

Proof. Suppose that L = L(ρA, ρB) is context-free, and let k be the pumping
constant for L. Let EA be the set of all equivalence classes of ρA that contain a
word of length at most k, and define EB similarly.

Let w = u1v1u2v2 ∈ L with |v1|, |u2| > k. Then we can write w = pqrst
where |qrs| ≤ k, |qs| ≥ 1 and pqirsit ∈ L for all i ∈ N0. Due to the form of
words in L, q and s must each be a subword of some ui or vi. Moreover, the
lengths of u2 and v1 preclude the possibility that q v u1 and s v u2 or p v v1
and q v v2. Let w′ = prt = u′1v

′
1u
′
2v
′
2. Then we have u′i = ui for some i ∈ {1, 2}

and v′j = vj for some j ∈ {1, 2}. Since w′ ∈ L, this implies that the equivalence
classes of the factors are unchanged between w and w′. By induction, we can
repeat this process until we obtain a word w[ = u[1v

[
1u
[
2v
[
2 ∈ L with |v[1| ≤ k or

|u[2| ≤ k, where the u[i are in the same ρA-equivalence class as the ui and the v[i
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are in the same ρB-equivalence class as the vi. Hence our original word w had
either ui ∈ C for some C ∈ EA or vi ∈ D for some D ∈ EB . But EA and EB
are both finite, and so L cannot contain all words of the form u1v1u2v2 with
(u1, u2) ∈ ρA and (v1, v2) ∈ ρB . Hence L is not context-free. ut

The preceding lemma is immediately applicable only to monoids.

Lemma 3. The direct product of two infinite monoids cannot be U(CF).

Proof. Let S = 〈A〉 and T = 〈B〉 be infinite monoids. Then the relations
ρA = ι(S,A) and ρB = ι(T,B) both have infinitely many equivalence classes.
Moreover, the language L = WP(S × T,A ∪ B) ∩ A∗B∗#A∗B∗ has as a homo-
morphic image the language L(ρA, ρB) defined in Lemma 2. Since the class of
context-free languages is closed under homorphisms and intersection with regular
sets, this implies that S × T is not U(CF).

Thus if S × T is U(CF), then at least one of S or T is finite. ut

In order to extend Lemma 3 to all semigroups, we first establish the following
fact (which is clear for monoids, where direct factors are submonoids).

Lemma 4. The class of U(CF) semigroups is closed under taking direct factors.

Proof. Assume that S × T is U(CF). In particular, S × T is finitely generated.
By [23, Theorem 2.1], S and T are finitely generated, and S2 = S and T 2 = T .

Let C = {c1, . . . , ck} be a finite generating set for T . Since T 2 = T , we can
choose a factorization ci = ciζui for each ci ∈ C. Construct a labelled digraph
with vertex set C and an edge from ci to ciζ labelled by ui for each ci ∈ C.
Since this digraph is finite, it must contain a circuit. Fix some vertex c on that
circuit and let w be the concatenation in reverse order of the labels on the edges
around the circuit. Then cw = c.

Let A be a finite generating set for S × T and let B be a finite generating
set for S. Then X = A ∪ (B × {c, w}) is a finite generating set for S × T . Let
R be the regular language (B × {c})(B × {w})∗#(B × {w})∗(B × {c}). Let
L = WP(S × Y,X) ∩R. Then

(b1, c)(b2, w) · · · (bm, w)#(b′n, w) · · · (b′2, w)(b1, c) ∈ L
⇐⇒ (b1b2 · · · bm, cwm−1) =S×T (b′1b

′
2 · · · b′n, cwn−1)

⇐⇒ (b1b2 · · · bm, c) =S×T (b′1b
′
2 · · · b′n, c)

⇐⇒ b1b2 · · · bm =S b
′
1b
′
2 · · · b′n.

(3)

Define a homomorphism

π :
(
(B × {c, w}) ∪ {#}

)
→
(
B ∪ {#}

)
, (b, ) 7→ b, # 7→ #.

Then (3) shows that Lπ = WP(S,B). Since the class of context-free languages
is closed under homomorphism [20, Corollary to Theorem 6.2], S is a U(CF)
semigroup. ut
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Theorem 3. The direct product of two semigroups is U(CF) if and only if it is
finite or one of the factors is U(CF) and the other factor is finite and decom-
posable.

Proof. Sufficiency was already established in Lemma 1.
Conversely suppose that S × T is U(CF). Let C be a finite generating set

for S × T with the projection of C onto the first component being A and the
projection onto the second component B. By Lemma 4, S and T are both U(CF).
Let A1 = A × {1}, B1 = {1} × B, and C1 = A1 ∪ B1 ∪ C. We will describe a
pushdown automaton P recognising WP(S1×T 1, C1). This automaton is defined
in terms of pushdown automata A, B and C, recognising WP(S,A), WP(T,B)
and WP(S × T,C) respectively.

On input (x, y) ∈ C, the automaton P behaves as a ‘delayed’ version of C,
storing the input symbol in the state and then (except in the start state, which
has no stored symbol) simulating C on input of the current stored symbol. The
automaton may guess at any point that the input is complete, and process the
stored symbol from the current state as an ε-transition. In this case we move to a
state with no stored symbol and accepting no further input, which is a final state
if and only if it is a final state in C. Thus on input in (C ∪ {#})∗, P behaves
exactly like C but ‘one step behind’, and so the sublanguage of (C ∪ {#})∗
accepted by P is WP(S × T,C).

In order to work with input from A1 ∪ B1 we choose, for all x, x′ ∈ A and
y, y′ ∈ B, representatives wx,x′,y and wx,y,y′ in C for the elements (xx′, y) and
(x, yy′) of S × T .

Now, if the automaton P reads the symbol (x′, 1) in a state with stored
symbol (x, y), it simulates reading all but the final symbol of wx,x′,y′ in C from
the current state, and stores the final symbol in the last state of this computation.
Symmetrically, the same occurs when we replace (x′, 1) by (1, y′) and wx,x′,y by
wx,y,y′ . Thus on input u#v from CC∗1#CC∗1 , the automaton is able to simulate
processing in C some u′#v′ such that u =S×T u

′ and v =S×T v
′.

Finally, on input from A1 or B1 in the start state, the automaton guesses
whether the remaining (non-#) input will be in A∗1 resp. B∗1 . If it guesses yes,
it moves to a copy of the appropriate automaton A resp. B, treating input
(x, 1) as x and (1, y) as y. Thus the sublanguage of (A1 ∪ {#})∗ recognised
by P is WP(S × {1}, A1), while the sublanguage of (B1 ∪ {#})∗ recognised is
WP({1} × T,B1). If, on the other hand, the automaton guesses no, we describe
what happens on input from A1, the other case being symmetric. Supposing the
input is (x, 1), the automaton guesses which y ∈ B will be read next, and stores
this guess in the state, along with the symbol (x, y). States with a stored guess
y ∈ B operate as usual, except on input of the form (x, y). On such input, the
automaton deletes the ‘guess’ y and otherwise operates as if the input were (x, 1),
since it already simulated reading y earlier. (If x = 1, then we simply delete the
guess and otherwise do nothing.) The automaton must similarly make a guess
on input from A1 or B1 in a state with stored symbol #. Since (x, 1)w(x′, y) =
(x, y)w(x′, 1) for w ∈ A∗1, the automaton P is now able to simulate reading
a corresponding word in C∗ for any input not in (A1 ∪ {#})∗ ∪ (B1 ∪ {#})∗.
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Combined with the fact that P can also simulate the automata A and B on
appropriate inputs, this establishes that P recognises WP(S1 × T 1, C1).

Thus S1×T 1 is U(CF), and so by Lemma 3, without loss of generality we can
assume T 1 is finite. Moreover, S1 is U(CF), and hence so is S, by Proposition 1.2.
By [23, Theorem 8.1], if S is infinite then T must also be decomposable, since
S × T is finitely generated. ut

6 Free products

Theorem 4. The class of U(CF) semigroups is closed under taking semigroup
free products and under taking free factors.

Proof. Let S and T be U(CF) semigroups. Let AS and AT be finite generating
sets for S and T , respectively, and for X ∈ {S, T}, let PX be a pushdown
automaton recognizing WP(X,AX) accepting by final state, Assume that in
PX , the initial stack content is only a stack bottom symbol ⊥X , which is never
never popped or pushed.

Construct a new pushdown automaton Q recognizing words over AS ∪AT ∪
{#}, functioning as follows. First, Q will recognize words in (AS ∪AT )+#(AS ∪
AT )+; since this is a regular language, assume without loss that the input is in
this form. When Q begins, it reads a symbol from AX (for some X ∈ {S, T}). It
pushes ⊥X onto its stack and begins to simulate PX . Whenever it is simulating
PX and reads a symbol from AY , where Y 6= X, it pushes the current state of
PX onto the stack, then pushes ⊥Y onto the stack and begins to simulate PY .
These alternating simulations of PS and PT continue until the # is encountered.

On reading the symbol #, the automaton Q continues to simulate whichever
PX it was currently simulating. After this point, whenever it is simulating PX
(for some X ∈ {S, T}) and reads a symbol from AY , where Y 6= X, how it
proceeds depends on whether the currently-simulated PX is in an accept state:

– If it is in accept state, Q pops symbols from its stack until it encounters
⊥X , which it pops, then pops the state of PY , restores the simulation of PY
from this state (and with the stack contents down to the symbol ⊥Y ), and
simulates PY on reading # and then on reading the symbol just read by Q.
(If after popping ⊥X the stack of Q is empty, it fails.)

– If it is not in an accept state, Q fails.

These alternating simulations of PS and PT continue until the end of the input
unless Q fails before then. At this point Q accepts if the currently-simulated
PX is in an accept state, and if the stack only contains symbols from the stack
alphabet BX plus a single symbol ⊥X .

It follows from the above description that Q recognizes strings of the form

u1u2 · · ·uk#vrevk · · · vrev2 vrev1 , (4)

where ui#v
rev
i ∈ L(PX(i)) and either X(2j) = S and X(2j + 1) = T , or else

X(2j) = T and X(2j + 1) = S. Thus Q recognizes strings (4) such that

u1u2 · · ·uk =S∗T v1v2 · · · vk,
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and the ui and vi are either both in A+
X or both in A+

Y for alternating i. Thus
Q recognizes WP(S ∗ T,AX ∪AY ).

The free factors of a finitely generated free product are themselves finitely
generated, so closure under free factors follows from Proposition 1.2. ut

Notice that the strategy of the proof of Theorem 4 cannot be applied to
show that the class of U(DCF) semigroups is closed under taking free products.
The problem is in the very last step: after the automaton has read its last
input symbols from some AX , it cannot deterministically check that the stack
only contains symbols from the stack alphabet BX plus a single symbol ⊥X .
Therefore the following question remains open:

Question 2. Is the class of U(DCF) semigroups closed under forming free prod-
ucts?

Theorem 5. The class of U(CF) monoids is closed under taking monoid free
products and free factors.

Proof (Sketch proof). It is easy to see that the construction of the Q from the
proof of Theorem 4 can be adapted to the case of monoid free products. Using the
notation from that proof, one observes that for X ∈ {S, T} the language of words
over AX representing the identity of X is a context-free language KX . Then one
first modifies Q to accept # (that is, the empty word, followed by #, followed
by the empty word), then modifies Q so that it can non-deterministically read a
string from either KX at any point (including while reading another string from
KY for Y ∈ {S, T}, so that such strings can be ‘nested’). ut

7 Strong semilattices

We recall the definition of a strong semilattice of semigroups here, and refer the
reader to [21, Sect. 4.1] for further background reading:

Let Y be a semilattice. Recall that the meet of α, β ∈ Y is denoted α ∧ β.
For each α ∈ Y , let Sα be a semigroup. For α ≥ β, let φα,β : Sα → Sβ be a
homomorphism such that

1. For each α ∈ Y , the homomorphism φα,α is the identity mapping.
2. For all α, β, γ ∈ Y with α ≥ β ≥ γ, φα,βφβ,γ = φα,γ .

The strong semilattice of semigroups S = S[Y ;Sα;φα,β ] consists of the disjoint
union

⋃
α∈Y Sα with the following multiplication: if x ∈ Sα and y ∈ Sβ , then

xy = (xφα,α∧β)(yφβ,α∧β).

Theorem 6. Let C be a class of languages closed under finite union, inverse
gsm-mappings and intersection with regular languages (in particular, the class
CF). A strong semilattice of semigroups is U(C) if and only if it is finitely
generated and all the semigroups in its semilattice are U(C).
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Proof. Let S = S[Y ;Sα;φα,β ] be a strong semilattice of semigroups. If S is U(C),
then it is finitely generated by some set A. It follows from the definition of a
strong semilattice of semigroups that Y is generated by those α ∈ Y such that
A ∩ Sα 6= ∅, and so is finite, and that each Sα is finitely generated by elements
of the form aφβ,α where a ∈ Sβ and β ≥ α. Moreover, all the Sα are U(C), since
they are finitely generated subsemigroups of S.

Conversely, suppose that Y is finite and each Sα is U(C). For each α ∈ Y ,
let Aα be a finite generating set for Sα and A′α =

⋃
β≥αAα. Let A =

⋃
α∈Y Aα.

Define homomorphisms φα : (A′α)∗ → A∗α by x 7→ xφβ,α for x ∈ Aβ .
We can view WP(S,A) as the union of its restrictions to each Sα: that is,

as the union of the languages Lα = {u#vrev ∈WP(S,A) : u, v ∈ Sα }. In turn,
each Lα can be expressed as L′α∩Rα, where L′α = {u#vrev : u, v ∈ A∗, uφα =Sα

vφα } and Rα = {u#vrev : u, v ∈ A∗, u, v ∈ Sα }. Note that u#vrev ∈ L′α
implies u, v ∈ Sβ for some β ≥ α, since otherwise φα is not defined. We have
L′α, Rα ⊆ (A′α)∗ for all α ∈ Y .

Defining R′α = {w ∈ (A′α)∗ : w ∈ Sα }, we have Rα = R′α#R′α (since
membership of w in Sα depends only on the content of w). The language R′α is
recognised by a finite automaton consisting of the semilattice Y with an adjoined
top element > as the start state, and final state α. The transition function is
given by the meet operation: (>, x) 7→ γ and (β, x) 7→ β ∧ γ for x ∈ Aγ . A
word w is accepted by this automaton if and only if the meet of all γ such that
w contains a symbol in Aγ is α. Thus R′α is regular, and hence so is Rα, as a
concatenation of regular languages.

Now choose a homomorphism ψα : (A′α)∗ → A∗α defined by x 7→ wx such that
wx =S xφα. Let W = {wx : w ∈ A∗α } and M = WP(Sα, Aα)∩W ∗. Then M ∈ C,
and L′α is the inverse image of M under the gsm-mapping from (A′α)∗#(A′α)∗

to (Aα)∗#(Aα)∗ that preserves # and maps all symbols in x before the # to
xψα and all symbols x after the # to (xψα)rev. Since C is closed under inverse
gsm-mappings, L′α is thus in C. In turn, Lα is in C, hence so is WP(S,A), as the
union of the finitely many Lα. ut

The class DCF is not closed under finite union [20, Theorem 10.5(b)]. We con-
jecture that a finitely generated strong semilattice of U(DCF) semigroups need
not be U(DCF). Let Y = {α, β} be a two-element semilattice with α > β. Let Sα
be the free group generated by {x, y} and let Sβ be Z (under +). Define φα,β to
be the homomorphism extending x 7→ 1, y 7→ −1. Both Sα and Sβ are virtually
free groups and so U(DCF), but the word problem of S

[
Y ; {Sα, Sβ};φα,β

]
does

not appear to be deterministic context-free, for checking equality in Sα seems
to require computing reduced words on the stack, while checking equality in Z
seems to require using the stack as a counter, and there is no way to know in
advance which is required.

8 Rees matrix semigroups

Let us recall the definition of a Rees matrix semigroup. Let S be a semigroup,
let I and Λ be abstract index sets, and let P ∈ MatΛ×I(S) (that is, P is a Λ× I
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matrix with entries from S). Denote the (λ, i)-th entry of P by pλi. The Rees
matrix semigroup over S with sandwich matrix P , denotedM[S; I, Λ;P ], is the
set I × S × Λ with multiplication defined by

(i, x, λ)(j, y, µ) = (i, xpλjy, µ).

This construction is important because it arises in the classification of completely
simple semigroups as Rees matrix semigroups over groups; see [21, Sect. 3.2–3.3].

Hoffmann et al. showed that a completely simple semigroup is U(CF) if and
only if it is isomorphic to a Rees matrix semigroup over a finitely generated vir-
tually free group [15, Theorem 2]; their proof depends on virtually free groups
having deterministic context-free word problem. The following theorem general-
izes Hoffmann et al.’s characterization to Rees matrix semigroups over arbitrary
semigroups. See [12,20] for background on inverse gsm-mappings.

Theorem 7. Let C be a class of languages closed under inverse gsm-mappings
and intersection with regular languages (in particular, CF or DCF). Then a
finitely generated Rees matrix semigroup over a semigroup S is U(C) if and only
if S is U(C).

Proof. Let M = M[S; I, Λ;P ] be a Rees matrix semigroup and let C be as in
the statement of the theorem. If M is U(C), then it must be finitely generated,
hence S is also finitely generated and thus U(C).

Conversely, suppose that S is U(C) and M is finitely generated by B ⊆
I × S × Λ, and let A be the projection of B onto S. For each i ∈ I and λ ∈ Λ,
choose a word wλi ∈ A∗ representing pλi. Let W be the (finite) set of all the wλi.
Let L = WP(S,A) ∩ (AW )∗A#A(WA)∗, which is in C, as the intersection of
a language in C with a regular language. We will define a gsm-mapping Φ such
that WP(M,B) is the inverse image of L under Φ.

First, define a gsm-mapping φ : B∗ → A∗ by

(i1, x1, λ1) . . . (im, xm, λm) 7→ x1wλ1i2x2 . . . wλm−1imxm.

Then for w = (i1, x1, λ1) . . . (im, xm, λm) we have w =M (i(w), wφ, λ(w)), where
i(w) := i1 and λ(w) := λm.

Now extend φ to a gsm-mapping Φ : (B ∪ {#})∗ → (A ∪ {#})∗ as follows:
For u, v ∈ B∗ and w ∈ (B ∪ {#})∗, let (u#vrev)Φ = uφ#(vφ)revc, where c = ε
if i(u) = i(v) and λ(u) = λ(v), and c = # otherwise. (Since I and Λ are finite,
the computation of c can be done by storing i(u) and λ(u) in the state and then
checking against λ(v) and i(v).) Let (u#vrev#w)Φ = uφ#(vφ)rev# (achieved by
storing in the state whether # has already been seen).

The preimage of L in (B ∪ {#})∗ under Φ consists of all words of the form
u#vrev with u, v ∈ B∗ such that i(u) = i(v), λ(u) = λ(v) and uφ#(vφ)rev ∈
WP(S,A). But this is exactly all u#vrev such that u =M v, so LΦ−1 = WP(M,B).
Hence M is U(C), since its word problem is obtained from a language in C by
an inverse gsm-mapping. ut
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The fact that every completely regular semigroup is isomorphic to a semilat-
tice (not necessarily strong) of completely simple semigroups [21, Theorem 4.1.3]
raises the following question:

Question 3. Which completely regular semigroups are U(CF)?

9 Bruck–Reilly extensions

Let M be a monoid with presentation 〈A |R〉 and φ : M →M an endomorphism.
The Bruck–Reilly extension BR(M,φ) of M by φ is the monoid with presentation
〈A, b, c |R, bc = 1, ba = (aφ)b, ac = c(aφ) (a ∈ A)〉. This is an analogue for
monoids of the notion of HNN-extensions for groups.

If φ is the identity endomorphism, then BR(M,φ) is isomorphic to the direct
product of M with the bicyclic monoid generated by {b, c}. Thus by Lemma 3 the
class of U(CF) semigroups is not closed under Bruck–Reilly extensions. However,
we can establish a necessary and sufficient condition for BR(M,φ) to be U(CF),
though we omit the proof here.

Theorem 8. Let M be a monoid and φ : M → M an endomorphism. Then
BR(M,φ) is U(CF) if and only if M is U(CF) and imφn is finite for some n.

10 Further open problems

Question 4. Does every cancellative U(CF) semigroup have deterministic context-
free word problem?

Question 5. Is it possible to characterize the commutative (respectively, can-
cellative, inverse) U(CF) semigroups?

The previous two questions are motivated by the group case, since the classes
of U(CF) and U(DCF) groups coincide and are precisely the virtually free
groups. In particular, the abelian U(CF) groups are thus either finite or of the
form Z× F , where F is finite and abelian.

Question 6. Does there exist an infinite periodic U(CF) semigroup?
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